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The gaming industry is at a pivotal juncture with
blockchain technology poised to redefine
gaming economics and player engagement.
"Book of Snails" ($BOSS) stands at the forefront
of this innovation, offering a blockchain-driven
play-to-earn model set within the captivating
world of Helixia. This whitepaper delves into
how $BOSS not only enhances gameplay but
also fosters a fair, transparent gaming economy
that empowers players through real ownership
and participatory governance.

Introduction
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Vision and Mission 

Vision 
To revolutionize the gaming landscape by

seamlessly integrating cutting-edge blockchain
technology, fostering a decentralized platform

where players enjoy real ownership and actively
shape the game’s economy.

 Mission 
To craft a gaming experience where strategy,

skill, and community collaboration are rewarded
with real-world value, promoting a robust and

engaged global community. 

Objective
To craft a gaming experience where strategy,

skill, and community collaboration are rewarded
with real-world value, promoting a robust and

engaged global community.
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About Us

 
$BOSS is crafted by a seasoned team of game

developers, blockchain specialists, and narrative
designers dedicated to innovating gaming

experiences. Our multidisciplinary expertise
drives our mission to blend engaging gameplay

with secure and transparent blockchain
technology.
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The World of Helixia 
 Game Backstory

 
 In Helixia, snails are not mere creatures; they

are revered guardians of the mystical Helix
Stone. When the Sludge Empire threatens,
players join as heroes in a quest to restore

balance. This rich narrative sets the stage for a
game where every action intertwines with

Helixia’s fate.
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Game Mechanics and Features

 
 Gameplay Overview 

Players traverse dynamic landscapes, where
customizing snails with mystical shells enhances

their abilities, tailoring gameplay to individual
strategies. 

Play & Earn Model
A tangible play-to-earn model where achieving
objectives and engaging in community events

rewards players with $BOSS tokens, embedding
real-world value into every aspect of gameplay.
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Our Heroes

Helena the Healer** 🐌💖

Fun Fact: Helena's
magical potions can heal
even the deepest of
wounds in a matter of
seconds, a gift granted by
the Helixia's Great Spring.

Quote: "A drop of care, a
pinch of love, and you're

good to go!"
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Sandy the Stealthy** 🐌🌿

Fun Fact: Sandy's shell
blends perfectly with the
sandy shores of
Whispering Dunes,
making her virtually
invisible to unsuspecting
foes.
Quote: "You won't see me
coming, but I'll see you
leaving."



Our Heroes

Shelly the Swift** 🐌💨

Fun Fact: Shelly can zoom
through the forests of
Helixia at the speed of a
falling leaf, making her
the fastest snail in the
Eastern Woods.

Quote: "Slow and steady?
I prefer fast and ready!"
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Sparky the Spirited** 🐌⚡

Fun Fact: Sparky's shell
emits a soft,
bioluminescent glow,
bright enough to light up
the darkest nights of
Helixia.

Quote: "Shine a light on
hope, and shadows will
flee."



The InfinityVerse is a metaverse ecosystem that aims to create an
expansive, interconnected digital universe where users can interact,
play, and experience a variety of content across different platforms
and games. Here are some key aspects you might find interesting:

1.Interoperability: One of the main features of the InfinityVerse is its
focus on interoperability, allowing assets and characters from one
game or application to be used in another within the same
ecosystem. This enhances the value of digital assets and provides a
seamless experience for users.

2.Community and Social Interaction: The InfinityVerse typically
places a strong emphasis on community building and social
interactions. It provides tools and spaces where users can meet,
collaborate, or compete, enriching the social fabric of the virtual
environment.
3.Economic Model: Many metaverse ecosystems like InfinityVerse
incorporate a digital economy where users can create, buy, sell, and
trade virtual goods and services. This economy is often supported by
blockchain technology, which provides transparency and security for
transactions.

4.Diverse Content and Activities: The InfinityVerse can host a wide
range of activities and content, from games and entertainment to
virtual marketplaces and educational programs. This diversity
attracts a broad audience, catering to various interests and needs.

5.Virtual Real Estate: Users can often purchase or rent virtual land or
spaces within the InfinityVerse, which they can develop for personal
use or commercial activities. This aspect of the metaverse has been
growing in popularity, with significant real-world value being
assigned to virtual properties.

6.Technological Foundation: The InfinityVerse is likely powered by
advanced technologies such as VR (Virtual Reality), AR (Augmented
Reality), and AI (Artificial Intelligence), which help create immersive
and dynamic experiences for users.
 

InfinityVerse
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 Blockchain Integration
Utilizing Solana’s blockchain facilitates swift

transactions and nominal fees while ensuring all
in-game assets are securely owned by players as

NFTs. 

Security Features
Comprehensive security measures including a

renounced game contract and extended
liquidity lock period ensure a stable and reliable

platform.

Technological Framework
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Token Distribution 
Detailing the allocation of 1 billion $BOSS

tokens to support sustainable game growth:

Usage and Utility
 $BOSS tokens serve multiple roles within
Helixia, from purchasing in-game items to

governance participation, enriching the player's
strategic involvement. 

Total Supply : 1,000,000,000 
Presale. : 500,000,000 
Liquidity : 275,000,000 
Platform : 25,000,000 

Marketing: 100,000,000 
Cex Listing: 100,000,000

Cex Listing
100,000,000

Presale
500,000,000

Liquidity
275,000,000

Platform
25,000,000

Marketing
100,000,000
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 Roadmap  
The roadmap for "Book of Snails" is strategically
planned to ensure a systematic rollout of game
features, community engagement, and market

expansion. It is divided into three distinct

 Phase 1 - Q2 

 Token Audit
Comprehensive security audit of

the $BOSS token to ensure
integrity and safety. 

Contract Creation
Development and deployment of
the game’s smart contract on the

blockchain. 

Website Launch
Official online presence

established to serve as the
primary information hub. 

Social Media Launch
 Activation of social media

channels to engage with the
community and provide regular

updates. 

Discography Release
Launch of themed music tracks to
enhance the game's atmosphere

and player experience.

Community Building
 Initiatives to grow and foster a
dedicated player base through
interactive content and events.

Phase 2 - Q2 

 Pinksale Presale
 Initial sale event offering tokens

at a pre-market rate to fund
development. 

Launch on Raydium/Jupiter
Introduction of the $BOSS token

to popular Solana-based
decentralized exchanges. 

Presale Marketing Campaign
Promotional activities to generate

buzz and attract early adopters.
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Fast Track Listings on
CoinMarketCap & CoinGecko
 Immediate token listing for

increased visibility and trading.
 

NFT Drop for Token Holders
Exclusive NFTs released as a

reward for early token holders,
enhancing value and engagement. 

 Major Marketing
 Intensified marketing efforts to

scale user base and game
recognition. 

Tier 2 Exchange Listings
Listing of $BOSS tokens on

additional exchanges to improve
liquidity.

Phase 3 - Q3

$BOSS joins infinity verse

Major Marketing
Continued marketing push to

maximize reach and player
acquisition. 

Tier 1 Exchange Listings
Achieve listings on top-tier

exchanges to enhance trading
volume. 

100 Million Market Cap
 Ambitious financial goal to

establish $BOSS as a major player
in the gaming market. 

10,000+ Holders
Expansion of the community base

to bolster game adoption and
engagement.

$BOSS Wallet Release - NFT
Staking Enabled

Launch of a proprietary wallet that
supports NFT staking. 

Beta Release of the Game
Limited release to gather player
feedback and ensure stability. 

 1,500+ Holders
Growth milestone targeting a

substantial increase in the number
of token holders. 

Final Release of the Game
Full version launch with all

features enabled. 

Phase 4 - Q4

Phase 5 - Q4

10 Million Market Cap
Financial milestone aiming to
validate the project’s market

viability. 
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Community and Ecosystem 

 
Our strategy prioritizes a community-first

approach, integrating player feedback directly
into the development lifecycle and fostering an
environment where every player can contribute

to Helixia's lore and mechanics.
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Audit & AMA

Contract Audited by BlockSafu 

Our game’s smart contract has been rigorously
audited by leading security firms in the

blockchain industry. These audits verify the
security and functionality of our contracts,

ensuring they are free from vulnerabilities and
operate as intended, providing players with

peace of mind.
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Binance Live AMA by Crypto Astronaut 

https://blocksafu.com/audit-solana/HQY61Gkd9EaNwc1vfYPR9AkjzyHeL9miXu9yXgC2yFFG
https://www.binance.com/en/live/video?roomId=2196234


Partners
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Pre-listing
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Legal Framework

 
 Terms of Use and Conditions

 Provides comprehensive guidelines ensuring
fair play and transparency. 

Code of Conduct
Outlines ethical conduct and promotes a

respectful community atmosphere.
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Conclusion

  "Book of Snails" is set to transform how games
are played and enjoyed. By integrating

blockchain technology, we not only enhance
gameplay but also establish a game economy

that is genuinely equitable and player-focused. 

Contact Information

 Discover more about BOSS at
https://bookofsnails.com or reach out to us at

hello@bookofsnails.com.
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PinkSale

Website

Twitter 

Socials

Contact Information

 Discover more about BOSS at
https://bookofsnails.com or reach out to us at

hello@bookofsnails.com.
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Contract:
HQY61Gkd9EaNwc1vfYPR9AkjzyHeL9miXu9yXgC2yFFG

Telegram

Medium

Reddit

https://www.pinksale.finance/solana/launchpad/8jD4nVPLVY4Amtz7wZm7mnNNx2n9V42He7CzmZZ1qqR4
https://bookofsnails.com/
https://twitter.com/BookOfSnails
https://bookofsnails.com/
mailto:hello@bookofsnails.com
https://t.me/+SoJiapnW12phZWQ1
https://bookofsnails.medium.com/
https://www.reddit.com/r/BookofSnails

